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Abstract
The Osgood-Schlatter disease (OSD) is generally benign and it appears frequently in adolescent men who make some type of sport activity. Avulsion-fracture of the tibial tuberosity during OSD is a rare variant in this group of patients.

We present the case of a 16-year old boy that seeked medical consultation for presenting pain in the right tibial tuberosity with previous traumatic antecedent with an approximated evolution of 72 hours. The x-ray supported the OSD diagnosis. Rest was indicated plus analgesics and cylinder cast immobilization for four weeks, then physiotherapy sessions began, presenting a spontaneous fracture-avulsion of the tuberosity. The fixation with screw solved the case. The patient returned sport activities after 10 months without presenting further complains.

INTRODUCTION
Avulsion-fracture of the tibial tuberosity in adolescent's patients during OSD is uncommon but not rare. The variant of osteochondritis of the tibial tuberosity (OSD) appears with relative frequency in adolescent young males people as an sport injury (1) the etiology is not defined but it thinks that the microtraumatic factors on their structure condition their presence. The avulsion-fracture of the tibial tuberosity is not common, represents less of 3 % of the epiphysiolisis and its origin is product of falls (jump) with the knee in full extension (2,3) Pain located with edema and incapacity for the extension of the knee is the main manifestations. The projections in AP, lateral and in flexion of 30 degrees demonstrate their radiological characteristics. The ultrasound this winning acceptance like method diagnosis (4,5)

The treatment of OSD without complication depends to the physiotherapy, while the avulsion-fracture with displacement needs sufficient anatomical surgical correction.

CASE REPORT
A 16-year old male patient that seeked medical consultation for presenting pain located in the right tibial tuberosity secondary to trauma factor by sport of contact (soccer) approximately 72 hours. The physical examination did not demonstrate coexisting injuries or additional symptomatology.

The laboratory tests were normal except by an increase of leukocytes (9000 xmm3). The AP and lateral x-ray of right knee showed to a suggestive pattern of OSD (to see fig 1) the left knee did not present evident alterations. With the OSD diagnosis oral analgesia was administered and cylinder cast immobilization by four weeks, thereafter begins physiotherapy sessions. During the second session with active and passive exercises, a spontaneous crackle with deformity at the right tibial tuberosity takes place that would be verified later with x-rays, like an avulsion-fracture of the same one, IIIa type according to the classification of Watson-Jones. It was continued with analgesic oral and its surgical resolution was purposed. The opened reduction with screw/washer and immobilization with plaster Paris during 6 weeks was its definitive treatment (to see fig 2)
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Figure 1
Figure 1: Avulsion-fracture of the tibial tuberosity that extends whiles the joint. Type IIIa Watson-Jones classifications. (Gaibor J. J, 2004)

Figure 2
Figure 2: Post-operative. The fixation with screw solved the case. (Gaibor J. J, 2004)

The patient return to his daily and sport activities in complete normality after 10 months, without presenting further complains.

DISCUSSION

Robert Bayley Osgood and Carl Schlatter, described injuries concerning to the anterior tibial tuberosity in adolescents (6) The Osgood-Schlatter disease can damage bone, cartilage, tendon and serous bursa, being the cartilage that is affected with more frequency followed of the avulsion of the tibial tuberosity (7) The avulsion-fracture of the tibial tuberosity is infrequent. The informed average age is ±13 years and 8 months. Rare time it happens after the closing of tibial epiphysis (8, 9) OSD is a determining factor in the presentation of the avulsion-fracture of the tibial tuberosity. It's believed that the aseptic necrosis bone at the knee allows an area of greater sensitivity to the microtraumatic factors which would condition its loosening before a force correctly applied.

Nimityongskul et al, reported that 6 of their 8 patients with avulsion-fracture of the tibial tuberosity also presented previous symptomatic OSD (10)
Also there is a strong association between OSD and a high position of the patella. This increase in the height of the patella would require an increase in the force that the quadriceps needed to obtain the full extension. This mechanism could be responsible for the injury for the tuberosity (11).

The sudden violent contraction of the quadriceps muscle is also implied in its pathogenesis (12).

On the basis of this has considered like group of risk to the young adolescents men between the 12 and 16 years and that specially practices one or more sports of contact or that they involve jump (soccer, basketball, volley, rugby, etc.) (7).

In our consultation from January of the 2000 to January of the 2005, 23 males patient with symptomatic OSD they were registered, corresponding an average age of +14 years and 3 months, and of these just one presented avulsion-fracture of the tibial tuberosity. Of the 22 conservative treated patients (analgesic, immobilization with plaster Paris and physiotherapy) 20 patients (90.9%) responded in a satisfactory way and 2 patients (9.09%) did not go to the programmed periodic controls. The traumatic antecedent is always present (13).

Pain and inflammation on tibial epiphysis is absolute criteria, while the partial incapacity for the flexion-extension of the knee and it goes are relative. Fever can exist. The presence of a fracture-avulsion of the tibial tuberosity determines a marked degree of pain with incapacity for the extension, local edema and palpable deformity. The compartimental syndrome and the popliteal vascular injury are the variants more feared between their complications in addition to genu recurvatum, the calcification of the patellar tendon, diminution of the flexion amplitude and others (2, 14). The physical examination of the femoro-tibial-patellar joint and the radiographic study with sufficient projections are elementary at the time of emitting a diagnosis (15).

Many authors propose the ultrasound like the first diagnosis option because it is a simple method, fast and economic and that would have the same exactitude that x-rays have (16, 17).

The magnetic resonance also is a valid resource but its cost does not make (18) the diagnosis attractive.

The differential diagnosis should be done through other types of muscle-skeletal pain in adolescents (1). The avulsion-fracture of the tibial tuberosity was established by Ogden in 1980, complementing to Watson-Jones based on the extension of the injury (1).

Type I: simple avulsion of the ossification center
Ia: without deviation
Ib: with deviation
Ic: with associated rupture of the patellar tendon

Type IIa: separation of the tibial tuberosity
IIb: separation with conminucion of the ossification center of the tibial tuberosity

Type IIIa: extension of the outline of fracture to the joint of the knee
IIIb: extension of the outline of fracture to the joint of the knee with conminucion of the ossification center of the tibial tuberosity.

Ryu in 1985 informed into the extension of an avulsion-fracture of the tibial epiphysis toward its posterior part, defining it as a fourth type (19).

The strategies of OSD treatment normally include analgesic and restrictions in physical activities that involve the knee (15).

The surgical treatment (excision of the tubercle, sequestrectomy) can be required in recurrent/chronic OSD or complications that determine distraction of the tuberosity or if the fracture outline compromises the joint of the knee (Types II and III) using for the effect screws, wire or Kirschner pins (2, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25).

Literature reports a high frequency of presentation of type III the Watson-Jones classification. Buhari (26) in 1993 found this type of injury in 43% of the cases in comparison with 25% of type I and 11% of type II. The frequency of knee affectation right/left is not significant with a light percentage in favor of the right handed people.

Our patient presented an injury of the anterior tibial tuberosity IIIa Type (Watson-Jones). The surgical reduction and fixation with screw and washer and immobilization with plaster Paris by 6 weeks marked to their definitive treatment and the return the daily activities in an established period of 10 months (to see fig. 2).

The anatomical reduction and sufficient physical therapy are the primary objectives in this type of injuries since it will depend on them the long term prognosis of the compromised joint and therefore the quality of life of the patient.
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